
Offer Details 

Referee: Existing Shreeja customer (Web / App) who sends referral link of Shreeja web or 
android application to prospectus customer. 

Referral: The act or process of sending invitation to register in “Shreeja Milk Web or App to 
someone. 

Prospectus Customer: Someone who registers through Shreeja web or android application via 
referral link sent by a referee. 

  Referral bonus of Rs.2/- per liter will be paid to the referee subject to continuation of customer 
in the app till 90 days from the date of subscription for first 90 days. (Referral bonus of Rs. 2/- 
per liter will be paid to the referee after completion of 90 day’s subscription)  

 Referral bonus of Rs.1/- per liter will be paid to the referee subject to continuation of customer 
from 91 to 365 days.  

 Referral bonus will be paid on a date fixed by Shreeja Milk on a quarterly basis. 
 Referee has to give the bank account details such as Bank Account No, Bank Name, Branch 

Name & IFSC  to credit the bonus amount to the referee’s account directly 

Terms and Conditions 

 Offer is applicable on both web and Android devices. 
 The offer is valid only once per referred user for the period mentioned in this document. 
 There is no limit on number of invites. 
 The offer is applicable only for the new registrations. 
 The offer is not valid for “delivery once” and “free sample” orders. 
 Customer is a user who has placed installed the “Shreeja Milk” app after clicking on the referral 

link of the referee. 
 Referee will receive benefits after completion of subscription period only. 
 Name of the Referee in the Shreeja web and android applications should be same as in bank 

account details submitted by referrer to receive any eligible bonus. 
 Referral bonus will be paid to referee on a fixed date decided by Shreeja MMPCL once he is 

eligible to receive the bonus. 
 Offer is not transferrable to others. 
 These Offer terms and conditions ("Offer Terms") are in addition to the Shreeja Milk.com 

Conditions of Use & Sale and Privacy Notice to which you agree to by using Shreeja Milk.com 
and Terms & Conditions. In the event of any conflict between the Conditions of Use & Sale and 
these Offer Terms, these Offer Terms will prevail, only for the purposes of this Offer. 

 In a case of dispute, Shreeja MMPCL reserves the right to a final decision on the interpretation 
of these Terms & Conditions. 

 The above said offer is in force until Shreeja MMPCL withdraws it. 
 Shreeja MMPCL has the right to amend the terms & conditions, end the offer, or call back any or 

all its offers without prior notice. 

 


